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YEARS 9-11
(All books, apart from those highlighted, are stocked in the school library for you to
borrow.)
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
From his rooms in Baker Street, Sherlock Holmes's brooding figure emerges into the foggy
streets of Victorian London to grapple with the forces of treachery, intrigue, and evil. 12
original short stories of the Baker Street detective.

Heist Society by Ally Carter.
When Katarina Bishop was three, her parents took her to the Louvre...to case it. For her
seventh birthday, Katarina and her Uncle Eddie travelled to Austria...to steal the crown
jewels. When Kat turned fifteen, she planned a con of her own - scamming her way into the
best boarding school in the country, determined to leave the family business behind. But now
her dad's life is on the line, and Kat must go back to the world she tried so hard to escape...
1st book in the Heist Society trilogy.

I’d tell you I love you, but then I’d have to kill you by Ally Carter
Gallagher Academy might claim to be a school for geniuses - but it's really a school for spies.
Cammie Morgan is fluent in fourteen languages and capable of killing a man in seven
different ways (three of which involve a piece of uncooked spaghetti). But the one thing the
Gallagher Academy hasn't prepared her for is what to do when she falls for an ordinary boy
who thinks she's an ordinary girl. Sure, she can tap his phone, hack into his computer, and
track him through a mall without his ever being the wiser, but can Cammie have a normal
relationship with a boy who can never know the truth about her?
1st book in the Gallagher Girls 6 book series.

Looking for JJ by Anne Cassidy.
Three children walked away from the edge of town one day - but only two of them came
back. A gripping and emotionally searing novel from a talented author. Looking for
JJ explores the circumstances and motives behind the murder of a child - by her friends. Six
years later, JJ has now been released, and has a new identity. But is there any way that she
can lead a "normal" life?

Stolen by Lucy Christopher Yr 11 and Up
Sixteen-year-old Gemma is kidnapped from Bangkok airport and taken to the Australian
Outback. This wild and desolate landscape becomes almost a character in the book, so
vividly is it described. Ty, her captor, is no stereotype. He is young, fit and completely
gorgeous. This new life in the wilderness has been years in the planning. He loves only her,
wants only her. Under the hot glare of the Australian sun, cut off from the world outside, can
the force of his love make Gemma love him back?

After the fire by Will Hill.
The things I've seen are burned into me, like scars that refuse to fade. Father John controls
everything inside The Fence. And Father John likes rules. Especially about never talking to
Outsiders. Because Father John knows the truth. He knows what is right, and what is wrong.
He knows what is coming. Moonbeam is starting to doubt, though. She's starting to see the
lies behind Father John's words. She wants him to be found out.
What if the only way out of the darkness is to light a fire?

We were Liars by E Lockheart.
A beautiful and distinguished family.
A private island.
A brilliant, damaged girl; a passionate, political boy.
A group of four friends the Liars whose friendship turns destructive.
A revolution. An accident. A secret.
Lies upon lies.
True love.
The truth.
Gloriously witty, sharp and utterly addictive, We Were Liars explores outwardly perfect lives
consumed by secrets, deception and privileges taken too far. Controlled and perfectly-paced,
Lockhart’s ingenious novel has a way of handing you one surprise after another, while still
leaving you hungry for more.

One of us is lying by Karen M McManus.
Five students go to detention. Only four leave alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn has never publicly
broken a rule. Sports star Cooper only knows what he's doing in the baseball diamond. Bad
boy Nate is one misstep away from a life of crime. Prom queen Addy is holding together the
cracks in her perfect life. And outsider Simon, creator of the notorious gossip app at Bayview
High, won't ever talk about any of them again. He dies 24 hours before he could post their
deepest secrets online. Investigators conclude it's no accident. All of them are suspects.
Everyone has secrets, right? What really matters is how far you'll go to protect them.
1st book in the One of us is Lying trilogy.

Girl Missing by Sophie McKenzie.
What if everything you thought you knew about your life was a lie?
Lauren is adopted and eager to know more about her mysterious past. But when she
discovers she may have been snatched from her family as a baby, her whole life suddenly
feels like a sham. Why will no one answer her questions? How can she find her biological
parents? And could her adoptive parents really have been responsible for kidnapping her?
Running away from her family to seek out the truth, Lauren's journey takes her deeper and
deeper into danger as she realises that someone wants to stop her uncovering what really
happened when she was a baby... at any cost...

Split Second by Sophie McKenzie.
Bound together by the devastating consequences of a terrorist attack on a London market,
teenagers Charlotte (Charlie) and Nat appear at first to have much in common. But, as
Charlie gets closer to Nat and his family, she begins to wonder if perhaps he knows more
about the attack than he has let on. Split Second is an action-packed thriller that shifts
between the perspectives of its two main characters as their courage and their loyalties are
tested to the limit.

Wish You Were Dead. Todd Strasser Yr 10 and Up
The day after anonymous blogger Str-S-d wishes the popular girl would die, Lucy vanishes.
The students of Soundview High are scared and worried. Especially frightened and wracked
with guilt is Madison Archer, Lucy’s friend and the last person to see her the night she
disappeared. As days pass with no sign of the missing girl, even the attention of Tyler, an
attractive new student, is not enough to distract Madison from her growing sense of
foreboding. When two more popular students disappear after their names are mentioned on
Str-S-d’s blog, the residents of Soundview panic. Meanwhile, Madison receives anonymous
notes warning that she could be next. Desperate to solve the mystery before anyone else
disappears, Madison turns to Tyler, but can she trust him when it becomes clear that he
knows more than he’s sharing? The clock is ticking. Madison must uncover the truth behind
the mysterious disappearances . . . before her name appears in Str-S-d’s blog.
1st in the Wish You Were Dead trilogy

The Eye of Minds by James Dashner.
To catch a hacker, you need a hacker. For Michael and the other gamers, the VirtNet can
make your wildest fantasies become real. And the more hacking skills you have, the more
fun. Who wants to play by the rules anyway? But some rules were made for a reason. One
gamer has been taking people hostage inside the VirtNet with horrific consequences. The
government needs Michael to track down the rogue gamer, but the risk is enormous and the
line between game and reality could be blurred forever . . .
1st book in the Mortality Doctrine trilogy

Long Reach by Peter Cocks Yr 10 and Up
Seventeen-year-old Eddie Savage is shocked to learn that the body of his brother, Steve, has
just been washed up in the Thames. But he soon discovers something even more disturbing:
that Steve had actually been working undercover for the police – and was probably murdered
in the line of duty. Determined to avenge his brother's death, Eddie relinquishes his old life
and identity to take up where Steve left off, throwing himself headlong into his first mission –
to infiltrate a tough south London gang. But as he becomes caught up in the world of crime,
Eddie begins to question where his loyalties lie. Then he makes a terrible discovery..
1st of the two part Edie Savage series.

Size 12 is not fat by Meg Cabot. Yr 10 and Up
She left the pop-idol life behind after she gained a dress size or two -- and lost a boyfriend, a
recording contract, and her life savings (when Mom took the money and ran off to Argentina).
Now that the glamour and glory days of endless mall appearances are in the past, Heather's
perfectly happy with her new size 12 shape (the average for the American woman!) and her
new job as an assistant dorm director at one of New York's top colleges. That is, until the
dead body of a female student from Heather's residence hall is discovered at the bottom of
an elevator shaft. The cops and the college president are ready to chalk the death off as an
accident, the result of reckless youthful mischief. But Heather knows teenage girls . . . and
girls do not elevator surf. Yet no one wants to listen -- not the police, her colleagues, or the
P.I. who owns the brownstone where she lives -- even when more students start turning up
dead in equally ordinary and subtly sinister ways. So Heather makes the decision to take on
yet another new career: as spunky girl detective!
1st book in the five book Heather Wells Series.

When I was Joe by Keren David.
When Ty witnesses a stabbing, his own life is in danger from the criminals he's named, and
he and his mum have to go into police protection. Ty has a new name, a new look and a cool
new image - life as Joe is good, especially when he gets talent spotted as a potential athletics
star, special training from an attractive local celebrity and a lot of female attention. But his
mum can't cope with her new life, and the gangsters will stop at nothing to flush them from
hiding. Joe's cracking under extreme pressure, and then he meets a girl with dark secrets of
her own.

Bang Bang Your Dead by Narinder Dhami
When a mysterious gunman takes a class hostage, the rest of Mia's school is evacuated. But
Mia is determined to stay behind. She knows it's a life or death situation but there's
something she fears more than dying. Mia thinks she might know who the gunman is, and, if
she's right, then she may be the only one who can save her schoolmates...

Revolver by Marcus Sedgewick
Razor-sharp, psychological thriller set in a snowy Arctic wilderness. “They say that dead men
tell no tales, but they’re wrong. Even the dead tell stories.” It's 1910. In a cabin north of the
Arctic Circle, in a place murderously cold and desolate, Sig Andersson is alone. Except for
the corpse of his father, frozen to death that morning when he fell through the ice on the lake.
The cabin is silent, so silent, and then there's a knock at the door. It's a stranger, and as his
extraordinary story of gold dust and gold lust unwinds, Sig's thoughts turn more and more to
his father's prized possession, a Colt revolver, hidden in the storeroom. A revolver just
waiting to be used...but should Sig use it, or not?

The Amateurs by Sara Shepard Yr 10 and Up.
When Aerin Kelly was eleven, she idolised her seventeen-year-old sister, Helena, and they
did everything together . But when Helena went into senior year things started to change.
Rather than being Aerin's inseparable sister, she started to push her away. Then, on a snowy
winter's day, Helena vanished. Four years later, Helena's body is found. Wracked with grief
and refusing to give up on her sister, Aerin spends months trying to figure out what exactly
happened to Helena and who killed her. But the police have no leads. A young, familiar
officer named Thomas wants to help and suggests she checks out a website called Case Not
Closed. Hesitantly, she posts, and when teenagers Seneca and Maddox show up on her
doorstep offering to help investigate she accepts in desperation. Both have suffered their own
losses and also posted to the site with no luck, so they are hoping this case might be the one
they crack. But as their investigation begins, it seems that maybe it's no accident that they
are all together, and that maybe the crimes have something - or someone - in common.
1st in the Amateurs trilogy.

Two good thieves by Daniel Finn.
Street children, Baz and Demi, are thieves - good ones - working skilfully together then
escaping fast, triumphantly delivering their finds to Faye, their Barrio 'mother' who feeds and
shelters them. But when they steal a valuable ring, they uncover a network of corruption
running from the Police Chief down to Barrio boss, sinister Senor Moro, also including people
they thought they trusted. Constantly afraid, pursued by almost everyone she knows in
increasingly hostile streets, Baz faces some complex moral choices. This nail-biting thriller is
also a challenging story about the lives of the world's poorest children, with vivid descriptions
and deftly drawn characters. As Demi points out, “We take her purse, she still rich; we take
her money, we stay poor.”

The Trap by Allan Gibbons
Terrorism, heroism and everything in between...THE TRAP is a teen thriller about espionage,
a missing brother and the ever-raging war on terror by million-copy-selling author, Alan
Gibbons. MI5 agent, Kate, receives a tip-off about an asset, who seems too good to be true.
Amir and Nasima are trying to make friends at their new school but struggling to keep a
terrible secret. A group of jihadists are planning something. And behind it all stands Majid.
Brother. Son. Hero. Terrorist. Spanning Iraq, Syria and England, THE TRAP grapples with
one of the greatest challenges of our time

The Vanishing of Katharina Linden by Helen Grant Yr 10 and Up.
Pia’s life in the picturesque German town of Bad Münstereifel changes forever the day her
grandmother explodes. The unusual circumstances of her grandmother’s death make Pia the
subject of local gossip and she is ostracised by her classmates. Befriended by another
outcast – Stefan, the two begin to investigate a spate of disappearances amongst young girls
in their town. Little do they realise, their detective work will uncover things more horrifying
than they ever dared imagine. The vanishing of the girls is juxtaposed with the disintegration
of Pia’s home life, as her German father and English mother’s marriage crumbles, increasing
her feelings of alienation and confusion. This unusual crime novel is both gripping and
haunting, and builds to an unforgettable ending.

Tokyo, All Alone in the Big City by Graham Marks
Asakusa, Tokyo , 11pm . A whole world of neon, and one lost teenager. Adam can't think how
it had ever seemed like a good idea to come to Tokyo , and kind of not mention it to his
parents But his sister's missing, last seen here, and with everyone at home apparently doing
sweet FA about it, he didn't have much choice. With only five days to get his act together,
Adam has got to sift through the seedy back-street hostess bars, dodge the local yakuza and
find out where the hell Charlie is in the craziness that is Tokyo.

Black Rabbit Summer by Kevin Brooks.
Pete Boland was busy doing nothing that summer. Long, stiflingly hot, lazy days stretched
ahead of him. Then she called. It was Nicole. 'Listen, Pete. . . you know that funfair, up at the
recreation ground...I thought we could all meet up...you know, for old times sake.' But, where
there are old times there are old tensions. And as secrets, bitterness and jealousies
resurface, five old friends are plunged into the worst night of their lives. . .

The Bunker Diary by Kevin Brooks.
I can't believe I fell for it. It was still dark when I woke up this morning As soon as my eyes
opened I knew where I was. A low-ceilinged rectangular building made entirely of
whitewashed concrete. There are six little rooms along the main corridor. There are no
windows. No doors. The lift is the only way in or out. What's he going to do to me?
What am I going to do? If I'm right, the lift will come down in five minutes.
It did. Only this time it wasn't empty . . .

Dead Gorgeous by Malorie Blackman
When the mysterious stranger shows up at Nova's parents' hotel, she thinks her luck has
changed - until she realizes she's the only one who can see him .Liam explains he's been
here a long time. And he can never leave, no matter how hard he tries. Soon, Nova begins to
piece his tragic story together. But she's hiding a secret of her own - one she's desperate to
keep from her family. And now Liam's found her out . . .

There will be Lies by Nick Lake.
Seventeen-year-old Shelby Cooper has always been very protected by her mother; she
guesses it is partly because she is deaf, partly because her dad is dead and partly she had a
terrible accident when she was a baby. But when she is knocked over by a car, her life takes
a whole new turn. Suddenly she and her Mom are on the run and everything that she has
known about her life before is suddenly questioned. What is the truth? And will she ever
discover it? As her life unravels, Shelby retreats into a fantasy world of the Dreaming a place
infused with old, old Mythology. Part-adventure, part-mystery and part a teenager’s journey of
self-discovery, There Will Be Lies is dramatic and unexpected in equal measure.

All of this is true by Lygia Day Peñaflor.
Four teens befriend their favourite novelist, only to find their deepest, darkest secrets in the
pages of her next book--with devastating consequences. Miri Tan loved the
book Undertow like it was a living being. So when she and her friends went to a book signing
to hear the author, Fatima Ro, they concocted a plan to get close to her. Soleil
Johnston wanted to be a writer herself one day. When she and her friends started hanging
out with her favourite author, Fatima Ro, she couldn't believe their luck--especially when
Jonah Nicholls started hanging out with them, too. Penny Panzarella was more than the
materialist party girl everyone at the Graham School thought she was--and she was willing to
share all her secrets with Fatima Ro to prove it. Jonah Nicholls had more to hide than any of
them. And now that Fatima's next book is out in the world, he's the one who is paying the
price...

A Good Girls Guide to Murder by Holly Jackson Yr 10 and Up.
Five years ago, Andie Bell, a girl in Pippa’s village, was murdered by her boyfriend Sal Singh,
but the body was never found. Pippa suspects it wasn’t an open and shut case, and chooses
to make a study of it for her final year project at school. With the help of Sal’s younger brother
Ravi, Pippa is determined to find out what really happened that night. Neither of them thinks
Sal was the murderer, but by trying to prove it, Pippa puts herself, her friends and her family
in real danger. Someone in the village doesn’t like her delving into the past, and the murder
was a little too close to home. A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder is an exciting read, filled with
enough twists, turns and red herrings to keep the reader on the edge of their seat right up to
the finish line.

The Naturals by Jennifer Lynn Barnes Yr 10.
Most teenagers don't lose their mother in a bloody, unsolved murder. Most teenagers can't
tell who you are, where you're from and how you're likely to behave within moments of
meeting you. And most teenagers don't get chosen to join The Naturals. Identified by the FBI
as uniquely gifted, Cassie is recruited to an elite school where a small number of teens are
trained to hone their exceptional abilities. For Cassie, trying to make friends with the girls,
and to figure out the two very different, very hot boys, is challenging enough. But when a new
serial killer strikes and Cassie is drawn into a lethal game of cat and mouse, she realises just
how dangerous life in The Naturals could be.
1st in the 5 book Naturals series

The One Memory of Flora Banks by Emily Barr Yr 10.
HOW DO YOU KNOW WHO TO TRUST WHEN YOU CAN'T EVEN TRUST YOURSELF? I
look at my hands. One of them says FLORA BE BRAVE. Flora has anterograde amnesia.
She can't remember anything day-to-day: the joke her friend made, the instructions her
parents gave her, how old she is. Then she kisses someone she shouldn't, and the next day
she remembers it. It's the first time she's remembered anything since she was ten. But the
boy is gone. She thinks he's moved to the Arctic. Will following him be the key to unlocking
her memory? Who can she trust?

Numbers by Rachel Ward.
Since her mother's death, fifteen-year-old Jem has kept a secret. When her eyes meet
someone else's, a number pops into her head - the date on which they will die. Knowing that
nothing lasts forever, Jem avoids relationships, but when she meets a boy called Spider, and
they plan a day out together, her life takes a new twist and turn. Waiting for the London Eye,
she sees everyone in the queue has the same number - something terrible is going to
happen.
1st book in the Numbers Trilogy.

Pretty little Liars by Sara Shepard. Yr 10 and Up.
Aria, Emily, Spencer, Hanna and Alison have been best friends since the third grade. They
go everywhere together, thinking no-one can come between them. If anyone is the ringleader
of the group it is Alison, and the other girls cannot help but confide all their secrets to her.
One night, during a sleepover, Alison goes missing. Her body is never found. The girls mourn
her death but move apart after time, assuming their secrets have disappeared with Alison
too. Three years later and Aria is having an affair with her teacher; Emily is questioning her
sexuality; Hanna is a thief; and Spencer is flirting with her sister's fiance. They all think their
secrets are safe, until they starting receiving messages from the mysterious A - who knows
exactly what they are all up to, and is threatening to spill the beans . . .
1st in the 16 book Pretty little liars series.

Murder on the Orient Express by Agatha Christie.
Just after midnight, a snowdrift stops the Orient Express in its tracks. The luxurious train is
surprisingly full for the time of the year, but by the morning it is one passenger fewer. An
American tycoon lies dead in his compartment, stabbed a dozen times, his door locked from
the inside. Isolated and with a killer in their midst, detective Hercule Poirot must identify the
murderer—in case he or she decides to strike again.

Tamar by Mal Peet Yr 10 and Up.
When her grandfather dies, Tamar inherits a box containing a series of clues and coded
messages. Out of the past, another Tamar emerges, a man involved in the terrifying world of
resistance fighters in Nazi-occupied Holland half a century earlier. His story is one of
passionate love, jealousy and tragedy set against the daily fear and casual horror of the
Second World War. Unravelling it will transform the younger Tamar's life...

Orangeboy by Patrice Lawrence Yr 10 and Up.
Not cool enough, not clever enough, not street enough for anyone to notice me. I was the kid
people looked straight through. NOT ANY MORE. NOT SINCE MR ORANGE. Sixteen-yearold Marlon has made his mum a promise - he'll never follow his big brother, Andre, down the
wrong path. So far, it's been easy, but when a date ends in tragedy, Marlon finds himself
hunted. They're after the mysterious Mr Orange, and they're going to use Marlon to get to
him. Marlon's out of choices - can he become the person he never wanted to be, to protect
everyone he loves?

Paper Towns by John Green Yr 10 Up.
Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her
adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through
his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow.
But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon
learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets
deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he
becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for.

The Island by C. L. Taylor.
Welcome to The Island. Where your worst fears are about to come true… It was supposed to
be the perfect holiday: a week-long trip for six teenage friends on a remote tropical island. But
when their guide dies of a stroke leaving them stranded, the trip of a lifetime turns into a
nightmare. Because someone on the island knows each of the group’s worst fears. And one
by one, they’re becoming a reality. Seven days in paradise. A deadly secret. Who will make it
off the island alive?

Fatherland by Robert Harris Yr 11.
Fatherland is set in an alternative world where Hitler has won the Second World War. It is
April 1964 and one week before Hitler's 75th birthday. Xavier March, a detective of the
Kriminalpolizei, is called out to investigate the discovery of a dead body in a lake near Berlin's
most prestigious suburb. As March discovers the identity of the body, he uncovers signs of a
conspiracy that could go to the very top of the German Reich. And, with the Gestapo just one
step behind, March, together with an American journalist, is caught up in a race to discover
and reveal the truth - a truth that has already killed, a truth that could topple governments, a
truth that will change history.

The House of Silk by Anthony Horowitz
THE GAME'S AFOOT . . . It is November 1890 and London is gripped by a merciless winter.
Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson are enjoying tea by the fire when an agitated gentleman
arrives unannounced at 221b Baker Street. He begs Holmes for help, telling the unnerving
story of a scar-faced man with piercing eyes who has stalked him in recent weeks. Intrigued,
Holmes and Watson find themselves swiftly drawn into a series of puzzling and sinister
events, stretching from the gas-lit streets of London to the teeming criminal underworld of
Boston and the mysterious 'House of Silk' . . .

The Bourne Identity by Robert Ludlam Yr 11 and Up
He was dragged from the sea, his body riddled with bullets. There are a few clues: a frame of
microfilm surgically implanted beneath the skin of his hip; evidence that plastic surgery has
altered his face; strange things he says in his delirium, which could be code words. And a
number on the film negative that leads to a bank account in Zurich, four million dollars and a
name for the amnesiac: Jason Bourne. Now he is running for his life. A man with an unknown
past and an uncertain future, the target of assassins and at the heart of a deadly puzzle. He's
fighting for survival and no one can help him - except the one woman who once wanted to
escape him ..
1st in the 21 book Bourne Identity series.

No 1 Ladies Detective Agency Alexander McCall Smith.
Meet Mama Ramotswe, the endearing, engaging, simply irresistible proprietress of The No. 1
Ladies Detective Agency, the first and only detective agency in Botswana. With persistent
observation, gentle intuition, and a keen desire to help people with the problems of their lives,
she solves mysteries great and small for friends and strangers alike.
1st in the 22 book No1 ladies Detective Agency book series

Along came a spider by James Paterson Yr 11 and Up
A missing little girl named Maggie Rose . . . a family of three brutally murdered in the projects
of Washington, D.C. . . . the thrill-killing of a beautiful elementary school teacher . . . a
psychopathic serial kidnapper/murderer who is so terrifying that the FBI, the Secret Service,
and the police cannot outsmart him - even after he's been captured.
1st in the 30 book Alex Cross book series.

Teachers Dead by Benjamin Zephania
A teacher is dead, murdered by two of his students in front of the school. He was a good
man. People liked him. So how could this happen? Why? It just doesn't make sense to
Jackson, and he is determined to investigate the case until he understands.

Siege by Sara Mussi Yr 10 and Up.
Leah Jackson - in detention. Then armed Year 9s burst in, shooting. She escapes, just. But
the new Lock Down system for keeping intruders out is now locking everyone in. She takes to
the ceilings and air vents with another student, Anton, and manages to use her mobile to call
out to the world. Outside, parents gather, the army want intelligence, television cameras roll,
psychologists give opinions, sociologists rationalize, doctors advise - and they all want a
piece of Leah. Soon her phone battery is running out; the SAS want her to reconnoiter the
hostage area ... But she is guarding a terrifying conviction. Her brother, Connor, is at the
center of this horror. Is he with the Eternal Knights or just a pawn?

Death Comes to Pemberley by PD James
Bestselling historical crime fiction tribute to Pride and Prejudice. Conjuring th e world
of Elizabeth Bennett and Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy and combining the trappings of
Regency British society with a classic murder mystery, James creates a delightful
mash-up that will intrigue any Janeite. The year is 1803, and Darcy and Elizabeth
have been married for six years. There are now two handsome and healthy sons in the
nursery, Elizabeth's beloved sister Jane and her husband Bingley live nearby and the
orderly world of Pemberley seems unassailable. But all this is threatened when, on the
eve of the annual autumn ball, the guests are preparing to retire for the night when a
chaise appears, rocking down the path from Pemberley's wild woodland. As it pulls up,
Lydia Wickham - Elizabeth's younger, unreliable sister - stumbles out screaming that
her husband, George Wickham, has been murdered.

Last bus to Woodstock by Colin Dexter,Morse Series Yr 10 and Up
Beautiful Sylvia Kaye and another young woman had been seen hitching a ride not long
before Sylvia's bludgeoned body is found outside a pub in Woodstock, near Oxford. Morse is
sure the other hitchhiker can tell him much of what he needs to know. But his confidence is
shaken by the cool inscrutability of the girl he's certain was Sylvia's companion on that illfated September evening. Shrewd as Morse is, he's also distracted by the complex scenarios
that the murder set in motion among Sylvia's girlfriends and their Oxford playmates. To grasp
the painful truth, and act upon it, requires from Morse the last atom of his professional
discipline.
1st book in the 13 book Morse series

The Pelican Brief by John Grisham Yr 11 and Up
Darby Shaw is a brilliant New Orleans legal student with a sharp political mind. For
her own amusement, she draws up a legal brief showing how the judges might have
been murdered for political reasons, and shows it to her professor. He shows it to his
friend, an FBI lawyer. Then the professor dies in a car bombing. And Darby realises
that her brief, which pointed to a vast presidential conspiracy, might be right.
Someone is intent on silencing Darby for good - somebody who will stop at nothing to
preserve the secrets of the Pelican Brief...

A Study in Charlotte by Brittany Cavallaro Yr 10 and Up
Jamie Watson has always been intrigued by Charlotte Holmes; after all, their great-greatgreat-grandfathers are one of the most infamous pairs in history. But the Holmes family has
always been odd, and Charlotte is no exception. She's inherited Sherlock's volatility and
some of his vices--and when Jamie and Charlotte end up at the same Connecticut boarding
school, Charlotte makes it clear she's not looking for friends. But when a student they both
have a history with dies under suspicious circumstances, ripped straight from the most
terrifying of the Sherlock Holmes stories, Jamie can no longer afford to keep his distance.
Danger is mounting and nowhere is safe--and the only people they can trust are each other.
1st in the 4 book Charlotte Holmes series.

The Maltese Falcon, Dashiell Hammett Yr 11 and Up.
Sam Spade is hired by the fragrant Miss Wonderley to track down her sister, who has eloped
with a louse called Floyd Thursby. But Miss Wonderley is in fact the beautiful and
treacherous Brigid O'Shaughnessy, and when Spade's partner Miles Archer is shot while on
Thursby's trail, Spade finds himself both hunter and hunted: can he track down the jewelencrusted bird, a treasure worth killing for, before the Fat Man finds him?

The Cuckoo's Calling, by Robert Galbraith (J K Rowling) Yr 11 and Up
After losing his leg to a land mine in Afghanistan, Cormoran Strike is barely scraping by as a
private investigator. Then John Bristow walks through his door with an amazing story: His
sister, the legendary supermodel Lula Landry, famously fell to her death a few months earlier.
The police ruled it a suicide, but John refuses to believe that. The case plunges Strike into
the world of multimillionaire beauties, rock-star boyfriends, and desperate designers, and it
introduces him to every variety of pleasure, enticement, seduction, and delusion known to
man.
1st in the 5 book Cormoran Strike series.

From Doon with death, by Ruth Rendell Yr 11 and up.
There is nothing extraordinary about Margaret Parsons, a timid housewife in the quiet town
of Kingsmarkham, a woman devoted to her garden, her kitchen, her husband. Except that
Margaret Parsons is dead, brutally strangled, her body abandoned in the nearby woods.
Who would kill someone with nothing to hide? Inspector Wexford, the formidable chief of
police, feels baffled -- until he discovers Margaret's dark secret: a trove of rare books, each
volume breathlessly inscribed by a passionate lover identified only as Doon. As Wexford
delves deeper into both Mrs. Parsons’ past and the wary community circling round her
memory like wolves, the case builds with relentless momentum to a surprise finale as clever
as it is blindsiding.
1st in the 25 book Inspector Wexford series.

